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1. Is the program you plan to deliver by e-learning an approved training program?
Click to link to approved program.
Request to Deliver a Program 
by Synchronous E-Learning
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Please complete this form for each tuition-based program starting between August 1, 2009 and July 31, 2010 that will be delivered by synchronous e-learning (i.e. 30 per cent or more of the coursework will be delivered by synchronouse-learning). Synchronous e-learning courses are delivered in real-time where the instructor and participants are physically separated.
 
Submit completed forms to HS.DelPartnership@gov.ab.ca
 
Alberta Employment and Immigration (AE&I) will respond to requests for all programs other than approved Occupational Training Programs. Please allow three months for AE&I to respond.
 
Approval to deliver programs by synchronous e-learning is required prior to accepting AE&I learners into tuition based training other than occupational training and prior to recommending learners for AE&I Learner Income Support and Training Benefits.
A. Please answer the following questions
2. Are you an Alberta-based training provider, i.e., a provider whose primary campus or training facility is permanently located in Alberta?
3. Does the learning outcomes of the program you are interested in delivering by e-learning include either basic literacy or computer literacy skills?
B. Program Provider (check whichever applies)
If yes, is this program being offered through eCampusAlberta?
If you checked none of the above, please describe your previous experience in the Section C. Experience and Supports delivering synchronous e-learning programs and the supports that will be available to learners participating in synchronous e-learning.
C. Experience and Supports
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